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THE DIVERSITY OF PHILATELIC MATERIAL IN A THEMATIC COLLECTION

CHRISTINA BAMFORD-RÖLLI

Rölli-Schär AG not only hosted the Society's 70 th Anniversary event in Lucerne in June last year, but Mrs. Christina
Bamford-Rölli commenced the proceedings with a wonderful thematic presentation. She has very kindly helped to
produce this summary of the material she displayed.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Christina was a stamp collector from childhood, but has had to concentrate more on the business side of philately
in recent years. One of her earliest collections was a thematic study of “The River Reuss” which passes through
Lucerne. She has continued to develop and embellish it with new items from time to time when she has a rare
spare moment.
Christina used the example of this collection to explain what material might be included in a thematic collection.
The whole display was written up to a standard suitable for competition, with a close regard to the judges'
“rulebook”. She began with some valuable advice – “When you collect a thematic subject, you should research
not only the thematic background but also the relevant philatelic material. In a thematic collection you have to
include as wide a variety of philatelic items and philatelic areas clearly related to your chosen subject as possible.
In my presentation I will show a wide range of philatelic pieces such as varieties and postal history, as well as
traditional and modern collectibles which belong in this collection.
“When contemplating a thematic collection you should first decide what information/story you are trying to
convey and then find appropriate material to illustrate it – rather than the other way round. In the case of the
River Reuss I have tried to cover a number of sub-themes including – the course of the river and, on its waters and
along its banks, its wildlife, history, transport, industry/economy, bridges, monuments and famous personalities. If
building such a collection today, I would add 'environmental conservation'.”
The Reuss flows northwards from the St Gotthard Pass/Hospental past Andermatt, down through the Schöllenen
Gorge and under the Devil's Bridge, past Altdorf into the Vierwaldstättersee (Fig. 1 above), through Lucerne where
it turns abruptly north-eastwards into the Mitteland before passing Bremgarten and Brugg and eventually
reaching its confluence with the Rivers Aare and Limmat; their combined waters flowing onward to the Rhine.
The first items in the display were key cancellations of settlements by the river including a one-line cancel from
Urseren (meaning bear/rain water) – Fig. 2, an early blue Lucerne grille on a registered letter (the Lucerne P.O.
was located by the river), a rare temporary replacement postmark of Amsteg (meaning “by the bridge”) and a
modern publicity cancel showing William Tell (perhaps its most famous local hero).
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These were followed by a range of modern stamps illustrating various sub-themes connected to the River Reuss,
including – a 1914 Tell definitive (Z127), a 2010 Austrian stamp promoting a stamp exhibition in Lucerne (showing
the Kapellbrücke), a postman with a VW Golf in the background (Z738), a Pro Juventute 20 + 5c showing the
Stansstad Monument (PJ91), an imprinted stamp on a wrapper featuring an example of local flora – the Edelweiss
(Fig. 3 above), a Soldier stamp showing the fountain in Lucerne (M.S.A. 5 – Fig. 4) and a telegraph message with
telegraph stamps affixed from a telegraph office located next to the Reuss.
Christina believes that varieties are always better to include in a display than “ordinary material” and several were
shown. She also pointed out the importance of highlighting the most rare material of any competition entries on
the first and last pages, as these are known to be the ones the judges seem to spend the most time scrutinising.

Fig. 5

Figs. 6 (above) and 7

Many famous people visited the banks of the Reuss, illustrated by:
• the cover of the set of Bundesfeier cards related to the famous educationalist Pestalozzi (Fig. 5 above)
which has a particularly good picture of his home (he died in Brugg in 1827).
• early covers from Hospental meaning “hospitality”. The village was in a perfect position for a last
overnight stay before travelling over the Gotthard Pass; Goethe stayed there.
• an Automobilpost cancel (Fig. 6) which features a quotation from the poet Schiller who wrote the play
'Wilhelm Tell' (even 'though he never visited the spot – he wrote the play according to the stories his
friend Goethe told him).
• a Registration label – Richard Wagner lived for a while in his country house of Tribschen near Lucerne
and this label (Fig. 7) is the only philatelic way to show this fact.
Help and support are very useful commodities when pulling together
an exhibit. A good example was provided by the Schindler Lift
company which once printed stamps and have their offices near the
Reuss. Christina informed them that she was giving a display on the
river and asked them to send her a letter with their firm's advertising
Fig. 8 cancellation. They sent back one with their red machine cancel with 0.00c, rather than with the correct
postage of 0.40c. To complete her collection she then sent them 40c. in stamps and asked them to make a
cancellation with the postage of 40c. which they duly did (Fig. 8).
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Industry and Trade along the river was illustrated by several items including - an official cover from a Cantonal
Forestry Office sent post-free (Fig. 9 above), a record card showing changes in river levels recorded for
conservation research purposes and an illustration of Perfins of companies located along the river – in one case
on a PJ stamp, which is unusual (Fig. 10).

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

The tourism industry was represented by stamps and covers part-conveyed via the hotel posts on the 'St. Gothard'
and the Rigi (Figs. 11 and 12 above). Postcards (i.e. the picture-side) are sometimes permitted in such a
competitive display but shouldn't exceed more than one or two. Postal stationery cards on the other hand are
definitely allowed and the display included several with vignettes showing views of the towns and countryside
along the course of the river.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Among them was a card of the Spreuerbrücke Bridge in Lucerne which, she pointed out,
rarely appears on philatelic items (Fig. 13 above). Also, more unusual, private postal
stationery, the companies concerned being linked to the Reuss; and a maxicard of 'San
Gottardo' with the picture, the stamp and the cancel all matching the key theme (Fig. 14).
Proofs of stamps later issued or rejected by the post can be particularly impressive. Christina
included several. The example illustrated shows the Goscheneralp Lake of the 1936
Landscape issue (Fig. 15).
Fig. 15
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Transport modes along the river were depicted in several ways, such as a PTT gift booklet related to the Gotthard
Railway and several postal history items, including a cover containing an ancient way-bill of the C18 th/19th
company Sebastian Crivelli which carried goods and passenger over the Gotthard Pass – an indicator of the
importance of this trade route.
The display gave the audience a tantalising glimpse of the many facets of the river and the people whose life it has
influenced. But, perhaps more importantly for philatelists, it showed the additional opportunity that thematic
collecting provided of breaking down the barriers between collecting stamps, cancels, postal history, postcards,
soldier stamps, etc, etc. etc. !
GIFTS FROM THE AMERICAN HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
EDITOR
Last year, the board of the American HPS voted to spend up to $1,000 each year to purchase books on Swiss
philately for the American Philatelic Research Library to help them to answer any questions about Swiss philately
that they may have from their clients. The first eighteen books have now arrived and have each been assigned a
Library 'call number'. Information on accessing these or other books in the Library can be found on their website
www.stamplibrary.org The list of their titles below represent some of the most up-to-date and thorough reference
works available on a range of key Swiss collecting topics. I hope your understanding of German can cope!
Air Mail - 'Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch: Schweiz, Liechtenstein, UNO-Genf' – Schweizerischer
Aerophilatelisten-Verein (Basel:Verlag Multiprint, 2013)
National Stamp Day - 'Tag der Briefmarke Schweiz' (Niederuzwil Switzerland: Heinz Bauer, 2001)
Perfins - 'Catalogue of Privately Perforated Stamps of Switzerland' by Martin Baer (Kloten Switzerland: published
on behalf of the Perfin Research Group of the Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors Society, c2014)
Plating - 'Plattierung der 70D + 74D' ; 'Plattierung der 73d' ; 'Plattierung der 86A' ; ' Plattierung der 75D
(Churwalden)' – all four by Werner Bensing (ArGe Schweiz)
Postal Markings - 'Der Schweizer Grenzrayon: aus und nach dem angrenzenden Ausland: Belege und Tarife' by
Hilmar Sturm (Worms: Arge Schweiz, 2015)
Swiss Army - 'Die Militärpostkarten und Ganzsachen des Schweiz', 'Die Schweizerischen Soldatenmarken' Vol. 1
First World War 1914-18, Vol. 2 Second World War 1939-45. All written and published by Markus Wittwer, 2004/5
Postal Stationery Cards - 'Die Bildpostkarten der Schweiz 1924-1964 Motivhandbuch' by Ernst Schlunegger
(Schweizerischen Motivsammler-Verein & Schweizerischen Ganzsachen-Sammler-Verein, 2010
'Pro Juventute Bildkarten 1912-1960' and ' Pro Juventute Briefli' by Hubert Schad (ArGe Schweiz, c1984)
'Retouchen und Plattenfahler der 20Rp Ausgabe von 1905: eine Überschit zur Bestimmung der Felder mit
Standing Hevetias' - 'Randretouchen, Ovalretouchen und Plattenfehrlen für die 20Rp Ausgabe von 1905,
Waserzeichen Kreuz, gezáhnt 11 1/2: 11 Zum. Nr. 86A, mI nR. 74C' with DVD by Hans J. Zinken (Hamburg Hans J.
Zinken; Arge Schweiz, 2012).
SPONSORSHIP FOR KIT JARMAN
Kit Jarman is still seeking support for his planned sponsored walk, full details of which were circulated with the
April edition. Some time ago Kit suffered an illness that left him in wheelchair and unable to walk. Through sheer
determination and a lot of hard work he has got back on his feet and is walking. He would now like to thank those
who helped him achieve this objective by doing a 5-mile sponsored walk in aid of Macmillan Nurses who have
helped him. The Committee endorses his initiative and have agreed to this one-off request to promote his cause.
If any member wishes to sponsor Kit they should send their cheque made out to the Helvetia Philatelic Society
together with the completed form (sent to you with the April edition of the Newsletter) to the Treasurer, Norton
Wragg, at his home address (which is shown on the form).

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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SOME INTERESTING AIRMAIL COVERS
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NEVILLE NELDER

At the Southern Group's meeting in Whaddon last month, a number of those members present made short
presentations. One of the more interesting displays was that of regular attender Neville Nelder. He explained that
although he was not a collector of 'Airmails' he had accumulated a number of flown covers in the course of
collecting his specialist areas. Neville's broad knowledge of Swiss philately and the astute choices he makes in
building his collection, ensured that his audience were treated to a fascinating pot-pourri of covers and cards from
the earlier days of transporting mail by air.
It included mail from Propoganda Flights with appropriate vignettes (Romanshorn, Laufen, Grenchen), Gordon
Bennett Races 1909 and 1922, a FDC of Airmail stamps, a private flight in aid of Grenchen Airport (nr. Solothurn), a
cover using low values of the PAX issue, a cover with both a TPO cancel and evidence it was also flown airmail on
part of its journey (1936 Landscapes stamps), a cover with the 'Le Rangier' monument vignette (Neville pointed
out that there were several variations in this vignette) and, finally, a cover with a vignette commemorating the
Festival of Aviation organised by the Society for Promoting the Development of Leysin/Lausanne (24 th October
1946). Neville has picked out a small number for the readers of the Newsletter to share - see below:

1919 Airmail (left above) A cover bearing octagonal cancels for the Army Air Corps. Origin location is unrecorded.
Presumably 15c was needed for postage, with 50c added for air mail. Stamp z2 was first issued on 23 rd April 1919.
A study of 'Schweizer Flugpost' cancels suggests that the arrival cancel on the reverse of the cover is type ZH1a,
which was issued between 30 th April and 31st October 1919. However the hyphen between the date and time does
not seem to be listed; so is this a forgery?
1931 Zeppelin Flight (right) A cover which is listed in the Airmail Handbook, but with little information about the
flight or its circumstances. Several thousand items were flown from Vaduz in Liechtenstein to Lausanne, this one
completing its journey at Moutier in the Jura Bernois. Either 1fr. (on card) or 2fr. (envelope) Liechtenstein stamps
could be affixed.

1935 Delayed First Winter Flight Across the Alps (left above) Items were flown on 34 routes for this first flight,
linking Zürich, St Gallen, Davos, St. Moritz, Arosa and Lenzerheide. Each item was rated at 60c. A special red
circular handstamp V/46a was used for the flight which was intended to take place on 25 th February, but bad
weather delayed it until 10th March when a red boxed handstamp was then applied.
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The franking consists of 10c. Chillon Landscape, 20c. 1934 PJ stamp and out-of-date 5c and 20c 1927 PJ stamps –
totalling 55c. A small 10c revenue stamp for Davos was also applied. Correctly, the clerk did not cancel the 1927
stamps, shielding the 5c stamp using a piece of paper or card. Thus it was underfranked by 30c.
Initial cancelling took place on 25th February. A new Davos cancel was applied on 10 th March to trigger the
eventual flight, and then arrival cancels for St Moritz and Arosa. The final destination was at Davos, arriving 2 days
later, where the recipient was charged 30c postage due. Almost certainly there was a deliberate attempt by the
sender to deceive the PTT, which failed!
1937 Balloon Festival (previous page right) A card printed for the fourth annual aeronautical meeting intended for
children at Zürich. It was attached to a balloon – one of 10,000 released from Dübendorf. The meeting was held
on Wednesday 28th July, 1937 the balloons being released at 3.30 pm. This balloon was picked up at 4.11 pm that
day at Waldkirch, about 10 km north-west of St. Gallen, giving a straight line flight time of 41 minutes to cover
50km!! The card was posted the next morning from Gossau, south of Waldkirch, at 9.00 am. The first such festival
took place in late July 1932. (NB there is an extract in the SBZ of March 2006, extolling the virtues of involving
children in collecting air postage material.)

1939 Airmail Express letter (left above) Sent from Bienne to Cincinnati dated 16 th December 1939, arriving on 5th
January 1940, routed via Chiasso, handwritten in box, weighing 10gr. The franking of 2fr 40c is correct, but
'express’ it was not! The ‘Special Delivery’ handstamp was applied on arrival in the States, interpreting the
‘Express’ label for the benefit of the bicycle messenger who had to deliver it. The crooked purple handstamp ‘Fee
claimed – Cincinnati’ is stating that the fee for special delivery had already been paid (in Switzerland).
1940 Cover to New York (right) The airmail stamps appear to be two pale blue Icarus Die 1, together with the 80c
Helvetia-with-sword stamp, which – from the cancel date – may well be the chalky paper version, which was first
issued on 21st September 1940, i.e. nearly 4 weeks earlier. The cancel is the rarely used 'Jura Bernois' version from
Moutier.
There is a violet box indicating that the letter was routed via Bâle, thence it went via Stuttgart at this stage of
World War II. Lufthansa then transported it to Lisbon and, via the Azores, to Bermuda where there was censorship
activity [censor 1546 was stationed there at that date] and then onwards to New York. There is no arrival
backstamp. The address has been deleted – not resident ? - but no evidence of further onward transmission or
return. The weight was 14 grammes. The basic postage for airmail was 30c. + 60c. for each 5grs. i.e. 2fr 10c.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
'Autumn Stampex' will take place at the Business Design Centre in London on 12th - 16th September 2017 For
further details see the Website: thephilatelictraderssociety.co.uk ; and don't forget the major international, once
in a decade, exhibition - 'London 2020' to be held on 2nd-9th May 2020 also at the Business Design Centre. News
and further details on the Website: www.london2020.co
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On the weekend of 31 March/1 April, 29 members, guests and their partners attended this very convivial event
at the extremely well-appointed Stonehouse Court Hotel, just outside Stroud in Gloucestershire. Thanks must go,
in particular, to the Society's Chairman, David Hope, who hosted and chaired the event, Neville Nelder for his
great efforts in finding the venue and organising proceedings and Norton Wragg for his support with the
“paperwork”.
On the Saturday morning David Hope welcomed all the Members and guests. The 'Peter Vonwiller Memorial
Display' was given by the Society's Librarian, Bob Medland who, although stepping in at short notice, produced a
220-sheet presentation described in the Chairman's vote of thanks as “phenomonal” and by our President, Claude
Mistely, as a “landmark” in the long history of attempts to illustrate, explain and bring to life this very complex and
intriguing subject. We were especially pleased that Hazel Vonwiller, who had invariably accompanied Peter at
previous Annual Meetings, was able to attend this event.
The competition entries were judged in the afternoon, the trophies being presented to the successful winners by
David Hope (see details below). This was followed by no less than seven fascinating presentations from the
following Members – Peter Berck, Marc Burgess, Kit Jarman, Eric Lienhard, Neville Nelder, Rosalind Ragg and
Norton Wragg.
At the Society Dinner in the evening David Hope, celebrating his 10 th year as Chairman, lead the Toast to the
“Continued Success of the Society”. We were all delighted to see the Rev. Kit Jarman sufficiently recovered from
his long illness to deliver Grace.
The Sunday session began with the AGM which generated considerable discussion amongst the members. Norton
Wragg then presented his outstanding collection of 'Nachnahme' covers and cards, confirming that there are still
many questions to resolve, before philatelists can say that they fully understand this difficult subject.
The high quality and range of material on offer encouraged healthy bidding at the Auction. A high proportion of
the probably record number of 64 lots were sold; proceeds to Society funds amounting to £96. Werner Gattiker
kindly ran the Auction with considerable help from Norton and Neville. Thanks are also due to those members
who donated “material”, including a bottle of fine liquid refreshment, to support the Society.
The session concluded with a further four mini-displays by Members, including David Colman's newly acquired
'Perfins' and Mike Sharp's 1842 message found within an envelope, written criss-cross to save on paper.
Werner Gattiker brought a wide range of material which attracted a lot of interest throughout the weekend
whenever there was a break in proceedings. Reports from several partners and guests suggested they thoroughly
enjoyed their visit to Gloucestershire - basking in the Spring sunshine as they wandered along the nearby canal
towpaths and explored the delights of the restored Dockyard, the Cathedral and shopping areas of the city of
Gloucester.
In closing the event, Chairman David Hope thanked all who had contributed to the success of the weekend and
looked forward to the next “get-together”.
The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting and further details of the Peter Vonwiller Memorial Display, Norton
Wragg's presentation, the Competition entries and the other Members' displays will appear in future Newsletters.
THE RESULTS OF THE SOCIETY'S COMPETITIONS 2017
Three entries were received for the Helvetia Silver Cup. After a close contest, judged by all those members
present, the winner was announced as Marc Burgess with his entry 'The 1900 UPU Anniversary'. The other entries
were 'Pro Patria 1949' by David Colman and 'The Historical Series 1941' by David Hope.
Four entries were received for the Moore Bowl (Postal History) competition. The winner was Mike Sharp with 'The
Early Postal History of the Interlaken-Oberhasli Region (Canton Bern)'. The other entries were: 'Censored Mail
from Switzerland 1939-1943' by Alan Green, 'International Arrangements for Postage Due' by David Hope and
'Fahrpost Cancels' by Bob Medland.
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THE BRAUNWALDBAHN

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2 above Fig. 3 below

Fig. 4

At the remote, upper end of the beautiful alpine valley of the River Linth in the little Canton of Glarus is the
Linthal-Braunwald cable-worked, funicular railway (the 'Braunwaldbahn'). Opened on the 6 th August 1907 it has a
total length of 1376m and a total ascent of 588m; between the lower terminal in Linthal at 666m and the upper
terminal in Braunwald at 1,254m. Journey time, bottom to top – 10 minutes. Braunwald is one of only a handful of
Swiss traffic-free resorts. Chair-lifts are on hand to take winter sport enthusiasts, climbers and ramblers on to the
higher peaks. The average rail gradient is 51% - maximum gradient 64% The
capacity of each car is 100 persons. Of the 37 funicular railways over 500
metres in length operating in Switzerland at the beginning of the 1970s it
was the 18th longest, 13th in terms of total distance ascended and 16 th in
terms of highest terminus.*
Derrick has a number of items in his massive, eclectic collection of all things
“philatelic” and “not-so-philatelic” which relate to the Braunwaldbahn. They
include those illustrated: First a private advertising label/vignette with a
space to affix an appropriate Official Federal stamp, in this case a 10c.
Numeral (Fig. 1). Similar to the Kocher labels of 1907, multi-coloured,
perforated and gummed. About 40 firms created these advertising labels
from about 1905 to 1918. Also an illustration of a train-car on a postal
stationery card (Fig. 2), a box-type railway cancel of June 1953 (Fig. 3), an
advertising vignette (Fig. 4) and a modern reproduction postcard of a railway
advertising poster (right).
*statistical details: 'Swiss Travel Wonderland' by C. J. Allen (Ian Allan 1972)

SOCIETY NEWS FROM YOUR SECRETARY
NEVILLE NELDER
th
'WORPEX 2017' – Our Society will have a promotional presence at WORPEX on Saturday 13 May 2017 (10.00 am
to 4.00 pm). It will be an opportunity for existing members to make further contact with the Society and perhaps
attract some new members. This annual event, organised by the Worcester Philatelic and Postcard Society
(WPPS), will be held at the Tudor Grange Academy, Bilford Road, Worcester, WR3 8HN. Free admission, parking
and a park-and-ride service will be available. Over 40 dealers and several specialised societies are expected to be
present. The Society's stand will be manned by some of our members, so please pop along and have a chat.
Further details can be found on the WPPS's website: www.worpex.com or from David Grant Tel. 01299 824829; or
have a word with our Secretary, Neville Nelder Tel. 01453 766751.
Regional Group - Our Committee will be actively looking at forming a regional group which would normally meet
at a venue in the North Midlands on a basis similar to the meetings at Whaddon (nr. Salisbury). Any offers of help
or support would be very welcome. Please contact our Chairman, David Hope, to help with this initiative.
Our Society Website is in the process of being upgraded to make it more user-friendly. Early trials are very
encouraging. Further news on progress will be posted in future newsletters.
Special Interests - Your Committee is now looking at the best way to foster member interest in particular aspects
of Swiss philately, following the survey work which was completed in 2016 and evaluated at the National Meeting.
Next Southern Group Meeting - Saturday 3rd June – 'Censored Mail and Other Items from Alison Kilpatrick's
Collection' - at 'The Three Crowns' Public House in Whaddon (near Salisbury), Wiltshire from 10.30am to approx.
4.00pm. You will also be able to see Marc and Mike's winning Annual Competition entries. Additional short
displays from other members welcomed. Further details from Werner Gattiker: – Tel. 01273 845 501; website werner@swisstamps.co.uk.
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REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP'S MEETING ON 18 th MARCH 2017

RICHARD DONITHORN

Panorama of the Swiss National Exhibition which took place in Bern in 1914

15 members enjoyed a wide range of interesting material. Eleven apologies was a good indication that the Group
should have a healthy future. The main speaker was Philip Vaughan who produced a spectacular display of over
200 sheets of covers and cards on the subject of 'Swiss Travelling Post Offices' (a separate report on this will
appear in a future edition of the Newsletter). In the afternoon there was the usual clamour from members to
show off items from their prized collections, several comprising recent acquisitions.
Marc Burgess showed his entry at the last annual competition of the Association of Sussex Philatelic Societies. He
had tried to show why, in his opinion, the 'Strubels' were probably the most interesting Swiss issue to collect because of the huge range of “varieties”, the results of four printings, two locations of printing, two origins of
paper, paper of three different thicknesses - matt and bright colours with silk threads in six or seven different
colours. He was disappointed with the Silver Medal he won as the judges said his entry fell down because “there
was insufficient philatelic material”!

Humorous cards from the Swiss National Exhibition 1914

Eric Lienhard is still finding new material to add to his collections of National Exhibitions material, including:
• National Exhibition 1914 - a rare silk card, some more humorous cards and Suchard cards and several
cards showing the location of a firm's stand at the Exhibition. Also a double panorama card of the
exhibition site and other view-cards, this time in sepia. The double panorama card and some of the
colourful humorous cards are shown above.
• National Exhibition 1939 – a set of six advertising cards distributed at the Exhibition by 'Bruettiseller
Schuhwaren', a firm making footwear – new additions to the catalogue of the Exhibition Eric had
helped to produce. He also displayed a gold medal awarded for one of the shooting events held there.
• National Exhibition 1964 – a picture he had not seen before in the basic set of 60 brightly coloured
cards showing the exhibition site – in a ten-picture, fold-up type card.
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The Language of Stamps – Eric showed thirty different picture postcards explaining the method of conveying a
“secret message” to your companion/partner by aligning the stamp on a cover or card in a specific direction,
mostly in French and German. This was a very popular practice in the early years of the C20th. On the whole, the
words describing each particular alignment were the same on all the cards, but not always! The messages on the
present or future state of their relationship were usually favourable, but there were exceptions. They included:
”Thinking of You”, “My heart is with Another”, “Oui” or the dreaded, blunt “Non”.
Fred Hoadley displayed a selection of covers and cards related to the Bundesfeier from 1938 onwards. Fred
explained that when Pro Patria stamps were introduced in 1938 the Bundesfeier cards were issued without
imprinted stamp and no longer classed as postal stationery, so his aim is to collect each card correctly franked
with a Pro Patria adhesive from the corresponding year. Also on display were covers from 1938 to 1960 addressed
to inland and overseas destinations, each correctly franked with the appropriate Pro Patria stamps.
Bob Medland showed a ‘Penny Red’ cover sent by the Earl of Crawford to the Earl of Mar addressed to a hotel at
Ross-on-Wye. It was re-directed to a hotel at Bex, Switzerland where three ‘5c blue’ postage dues were added,
struck with the Bex ‘Fahrpost’ canceller. It was redirected again to Vevey as the Earl had moved on in the course of
his tour ‘taking the waters’ at hotels around Switzerland. Bob also presented some of his research into this
fascinating Earldom.
Don Symonds showed covers carried on Private Mountain Railways and picture postcards showing the trains and
stations e.g. on the Pilatus Bahn and the railway linking Martigny in the Vallais to Chatelard in France. Also a C19th
postal stationery cover sent to the ship the 'Flying Fish' which was built in Chatham Dockyard in 1874.
David Toft showed examples of postage due mail, mostly from before 1954 where the postal clerk had used
regular definitive stamps instead of Postage Due stamps. They included a postcard from May 1920 with a 3c
Tellboy as part of the postage due charge of 8c and a cover from 1926 with a pair of 20c William Tell definitives
overstruck with a large 'T' cancel.
The display presented a variety of usages offering different interpretations of the reasons for the use of the
definitive stamps. Several examples were of undelivered mail that had to be returned to the post office for
collection by the addressee. In such circumstances a definitive stamp was often used as a receipt of payment.
Although the use of postage due stamps was officially discontinued at the end of 1953, a few examples do exist on
mail from 1954. David showed one inland cover dated March 1954 with a postage due stamp used in combination
with a Landscape definitive.
n.b. Neville Nelder's display is the subject of a separate article on Pages 45/46 of this edition of the Newsletter.
REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING ON 25 th March 2017

DAVID HOPE

Five members gave presentations at this meeting, the subject being 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice'. David
Whitworth showed Nachnahme covers. Notable here was an 1863 item with a 2c imperf and 10c perf, various
triangular labels, a Romansch cover from 1955 and one franked with the 1949 20c die 1. He ended with a range of
covers showing postal rates to various worldwide destinations. Norton Wragg presented Lake steamers on Lake
Lucerne. These included various ship cancellations, postcards of ships and an advice of goods card from Gersau.
David Colman displayed perfins from Standing Helvetias through to the 1930s, also various covers showing
postage rates. David Hope showed the Gotthard railway. He started with the building of the original tunnel and
finished with the recently opened base tunnel illustrated with stamps, special postmarks, station cancellations
and postcards. Finally, Tony Hoyle showed the Brienzer Rothorn railway. He included Rothorn straightline
cancellations and circular date stamps, postal stationery items, postcards and photos taken by himself.
Details of next season's meetings, commencing in Auumn 2017, will appear in due course. For further details
contact: David Hope - Tel. 0161 3030091.
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